Tennis Match Results
Arkansas vs Florida State
May 12, 2017 at Fort Worth, Texas
(Bayard H. Friedman Tennis Center)

Florida State 4, Arkansas 1

Singles competition
1. #38 Aziz Dougaz (FS) vs. #10 Mike Redlicki (AR) 4-6, 2-5, unfinished
2. #39 Jose Salazar (AR) def. #79 Guy Iradukunda (FS) 6-2, 6-2
3. #94 Lucas Poullain (FS) vs. Oscar Mesquida (AR) 2-6, 6-1, 0-2, unfinished
4. Jose Gracia (FS) def. Adam Sanjurjo (AR) 6-3, 6-1
5. Alex Knaff (FS) def. Johan den Toom (AR) 6-3, 6-4
6. Rana Roop Bhullar (FS) def. Juan Marino (AR) 6-2, 6-0

Doubles competition
1. #58 Aziz Dougaz/Guy Iradukunda (FS) def. #6 Mike Redlicki/Jose Salazar (AR) 7-5
2. Johan den Toom/Adam Sanjurjo (AR) def. #49 Jose Gracia/Lucas Poullain (FS) 6-4
3. Terrance Whitehurst/Terrell Whitehurst (FS) def. Oscar Mesquida/Juan Marino (AR) 6-4

Match Notes:
Arkansas 16-13
Florida State 18-11
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (2,6,5,4)
NCAA Fort Worth Regional
Florida State advances to the second round of the NCAA Championship.
T-2:04  A-152